
The whole 
person 

.the so-called 'mental' and "physical' are not 
separate entities... all training... must be based 
on the indivisible unity of the human organism. 

The threefold model of human functioning referred to in the 
previous chapter (page 25) is a useful tool for understanding 

many of our personal difficulties, so long as we keep in mind 

that the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Most personal- 

ity problems are the result of conflict between these parts. Our 
bodies tell us one thing, our thoughts another and our emotions 
yet another (for example, I want to eat some cake; no, I shouldn't, 
Ill get fat;I feel guilty about eating, and so on). 

This simplification expresses what I call the individual 
mind-body problem. We often behave as though we were not 
one whole system but a compilation of different little personali- 
ties. Just as our necks and shoulders often do the work of our 
backs, so our emotions often do the work of our intellects, and 
vice versa. This uneconomical use of energy creates inner conflict 
and can obscure an individual>'s sense of identity. 

Such lack of inner harmony does not appear surprising when 
we look at the nature of the institutions that dominate our society. 

In Dewey's words, The world seems mad in preoccupation with 
what is specific, particular and disconnected in medicine, politics, 

SCience, industry and education."" 
In medicine, for example, treatment is all too often of indi-

Vidual parts rather than of the whole. In recent years, doctors 
have tended to specialize more and more, and general practice has 
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This example of the 'chin in, chest up, shoulders back and stomach 1n pa, 

losophy of body Use was included by Alexander in his book The Unv 
ersal 

the exercise of specific muscle groups. The greater the effort put into Constant in Living to show the excessive tension and rigidity cultrore 
by 

form 

of conditioning, the greater the resulting deformity and misalignnmen 



The Whole Person 

come tob seen as a relatively unglamorous form of medical 

eare. This can mean that a particular consultant will know all

about your eyes, say, or your ears, nose and throat, a great deal 

about the rest of you, and hardly anything at all about your total 
condition. Western medicine concentrates more on the direct alle- 
viation of specitic symptoms than on the underlying causes that 
may provoke them. New and more powerful drugs are constantly 
heing developed in an attempt to suppress the manifestations of 
disease. To a certain extent these drugs do succeed, but at the 

same time they otten create increasingly resilient viral and bacte- 
rial strains as well as a wide range of side effects, which in some 

cases can be worse than the original disease. On a less dramatic 

level the widespread use of painkillers, tranquillizers and other 
everyday drugs retlects our inability to get to the source of our 

problems. 
This 'disconnected' approach is also evident in our educa- 

tional system which still over-emphasizes examination results 
at the expense of real learning. Our children are fed vast quanti-
ties of discrete and often unrelated information which they must 
parrot back on demand. They are drilled and judged on their 
pertormance in a series of disconnected topics. Physical education 

is usually seen as just another 'subjece', quite separate and not as 
important as the traditional three Rs. Indeed, the very term 'phys- 
ical education' suggests the belief that the mind and the body 
can be educated separately. 

Seeing these imbalances, many people have recognized and 
come to understand the need for wholeness. They have realized 
that the starting-point is the individual himself or herself. The 
tremendous popularity of Eastern philosophy and Western 
Psychotherapy is evidence of this. But how are we to avoid 

approaching these disciplines in the same disconnected manner 
in which we have been schooled, 'cured' and processed? Profes-

sor Dewey understood this problem when he wrote in his intro- 
duction to Man's Supreme Inheritance: 

When the organs through which any structure, be it physio-
logical, mental or social, are out of balance, when they are 
uncoordinated, specific and limited attempts at a cure only 
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exercise the disordered mechanism. In 'improving one 
structure they produce a compensatory maladjustment: some 

rganic 
where else. 

Clearly, we must find a balanced way through which we 
can approach ourselves. The advantage of Alexander's work is tha his idea of psychophysical unity is not just theoretical, it is the product of his own experience of wholeness. When he began the process that led to his discovery he believed, like most oth people, that 'mind' and 'body' were separate entities. Experi. ence soon revealed that this was not so. First he realized that his voice problem was not the result merely of the misuse of his vocal mechanism but was caused by a response of his whole body. Later he found that every idea, such as to 'speak a sentence, was inevitably associated with a response of his whole bodv. These discoveries about himself were confirmed by his teaching experience, and he became convinced that the so-called 'mentaY and 'physical' could not be divorced from one another and that human ills and shortcomings could not be so classified and then dealt with accordingly. He argued that all training, of whatever kind, must be based on the understanding that the human organ- ism always functions as a whole and can only be changed funda- mentally as a whole. 

A practical understanding of the idea of psychophysical unity is not easy to come by. People often come to Alexander lessons 
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The Whole Person 

for an examination and thata diagnosis of their complaint will not 

qually surprised to find that the focus of lessons is not on 

cause of a bad back' or some other symptom. They are 

surprised 

rised to find that they are not asked to take off their clothes 

offered.Others who may have an emotional problem are 

alysing trauma, 'character armour or past events. New pupils 
lc tend to ask tor exercises that will bring about the experi- 
once they get in lessons. It is a while before they understand that 

until a new coordination is learned any exercise will simply mean 
practising their bad habits. If an individual has a tendency to 

sthiffen his neck and discoordinate himself every time he makes a 
single movement, then he will stiffen his neck and discoordinate 
himself even more when he tries to do an exercise 

When an Alexander teacher puts her hand on a pupil, she gets 
a sense of that person's potential for coordinating the whole of 
himself. She does not attempt to fix a stitt shoulder or hip but 

rather to teach her pupil to integrate these parts into a functional 
unity. Nor does she try to cure a depression but rather to teach her 
pupil how to use himself in sucha way as to prevent him depress- 
ing himself further. 

I now realize that when I first came to take Alexander lessons, 
I shared all these misconceptions, although at the same time I 
professed a belief, based mainly on theoretical considerations, 
in the unity of mind and body. It was not until I had studied the 
Technique for some time that this belief became a practical real-
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In an Alexander lesson the limbs are guided in such a way as to increase their connection with the torso while leaving fundamental balance of the head, neck and back undisturbed. The muscle groups within the limbs are encouraged to release to their ju" resting length. As a result the pupil experiences improveu coordination and a corresponding sense of expansion and aliveness 



The Whole Person 

ity for me. My own discovery to some extent paralleled Alexan 
der's. First I became tangibly aware that my body functioned as 
a whole. An experience in one of my earliest lessons did much to 

make me understand this. The teacher had his hand on the back 
of my neck and asked me to release the undue tension I had 
created in my right ankle. I had the strong impression that he 
could feel all the tensions in my body, that he knew me better 
than I myself did. When I did release my right ankle I was 
suddenly able to feel a connection between my neck and foot 

that I had never felt before. Then, as I experienced more of these 
connections, I began to become aware of what I was doing with 

myself to create disconnections. I discovered that what I was 
doing was not just something physical but was mental and 
emotional as well. In other words, I experienced the unity of 
these elements in action. My greatest insight came after one lesson 
in which I had a sense of being completely connected in body 
and mind. There I was, and that was it - there were no more 

separate elements. Although the effect eventually wore off, I had 
been given a taste of what my full potential might be. 

Checkpoints 

What does uwholeness mean to you? Express your concept of 
wholeness in writing, drawing or through some other creative 
means. 

Do you ever experience conflicts between different parts of 

your self? Describe them, then try diagramming them. 

In your daily life, when do you experience wholeness? discon- 

nection? Describe the diference. 
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